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Qualifying Examination for the Ph.D. in Biomedical
Sciences—Medical Physics

Biophysical Sciences                     August 14, 2008

ANSWER 6 OF THE FOLLOWING 10 QUESTIONS.  IF YOU ANSWER MORE
THAN 6, ONLY THE FIRST 6 WILL BE GRADED.

1. What are the three primary mechanisms by which an X-ray interacts with
matter? Describe the basic physics of each mechanism. At what photon energy
range does each mechanism dominate? Make a qualitative log-log plot of total
cross-section versus photon energy for an element such as carbon.

2. Consider the simplified version of the modified Lotka-Volterra model for prey-
predator interactions:
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where N(t) is the prey population and P(t) is the predator population.
a) Explain the meaning of each term in these equations. Determine the units of all
the parameters in the problem: r, K, c, s, h.
b) Perform non-dimensionalization and derive the following system of
equations:
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c) Find the positive fixed point (u*, v*), assuming that α < 1. Test this steady state
for stability. Find the threshold value of the parameter β, [β c(α)], such that the
fixed point changes its stability as β passes β c(α).
d) Suppose β is quite close to the threshold βc(α). Determine the exact type of the
fixed point for β> βc(α) and for β< βc(α). Describe what happens with prey and
predator populations at large times for β> βc(α).
e) Suppose β is slightly smaller than the threshold, β< βc(α).What is the probable
scenario for behavior of prey and predator populations at large times? At what
values of parameter α could this scenario occur?
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3. a) Many magnets in a modern NMR/MRI instrument have the "fringe fields"
that extend a large distance into the nearby space. If you are standing at the "5-
Gauss line" of a 7 Tesla magnet, what is the resonant frequency of water
molecules in your body in Hz?
b) In MRI, an imaging slice with a finite thickness is achieved by applying a sinc
pulse (duration tp) in the presence of a magnetic field gradient, where the width
of the sinc excitation in Hz can be calculated as 4/tp. For proton MRI using a 3 T
magnet, calculate the slice thickness in mm if a sinc pulse of tp=3.2 ms is applied
in the presence of a 1 Gauss/cm gradient. (The gyromagnetic ratio γ = 2.675×108

rad s-1 T-1 for protons.)

4.  The "central dogma" of molecular biology describes how genetic information
is transferred. Outline the central dogma, with an emphasis on translation and
transcription. Be sure to describe how genetic information is stored, passed, and
used to make important biological molecules. Include enough detail to
demonstrate that you know how these events occur. Tell where in the cell
important events occur, and what molecules are involved in each step.

5.  Experiments have shown that the metabolic rate R (in W) is proportional to
the 0.75 power of body mass M (in kg), 
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R = c M 0.75. The metabolic rate of a
typical 70 kg human is about 100 W.
a) What is the metabolic rate of a 30 g mouse? Of a 3000 kg elephant?
b) How does the specific metabolic rate (metabolic rate per unit mass) depend on
body mass? What are the implications of this result for mammals of widely
different sizes? Consider such things as feeding habits, heart rate, life expectancy,
etc.  Describe any assumptions you make.
c) Describe an argument based on thermal regulation to justify a M-R
relationship of 
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R = c M 0.67 . Speculate on reasons the measured exponential is
closer to 3/4 than to 2/3.
d) Use scaling arguments based on the ability to support body weight against
gravity to determine how the aspect ratio (ratio of length to width) of a leg bone
should vary with body mass. Explain any assumptions you make.

6.  Describe the Krebs cycle (also known as the "tricarboxylic acid cycle"). How
does it work, and what is its purpose? You do not need to name every molecule
involved in the cycle, but give as much detail as possible.
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7.  Define "stem cell".  How were stem cells discovered? What is required to grow
stem cells? What is the impact of the discovery of stem cells on organ physiology,
cell longevity and intervention in various diseases? How do these findings
potentially impact on patients with Parkinson's disease or a person who had an
ischemic attack involving the heart or brain? Make sure your answer includes
specific factual information and is not merely a general overview.

8.  Compare and contrast "magnetoencephalography" and "transcranial magnetic
stimulation". Describe both techniques qualitatively and quantitatively, with an
emphasis on the similarities and differences. Include a discussion of the
equipment needed for each, magnetic field strengths, and how each could be
used in research and medicine.

9.  The following is an abstract from the paper "Neurogenesis, Angiogenesis, and
MRI Indices of Functional Recovery From Stroke" (Chopp, Zhang, and Jiang,
Stroke. 2007; 38:827)

This article analyzes the mechanisms underlying the potentiation of functional recovery
poststroke by cell-based and pharmacologic agents, which amplify endogenous
neurogenesis in the subventricular zone and angiogenesis in the border of the ischemic
lesion in the animal. Discussion of the interaction between angiogenesis and neurogenesis
is provided and data are described demonstrating a role for matrix metalloproteinases
expressed in periinfarct vasculature as chemotactic for neuroblasts migrating from the
subventricular zone. Monitoring angiogenesis and structural changes in the ischemic
brain associated with functional recovery by means of MRI is described. We demonstrate
that injured brain can be stimulated to promote angiogenesis and neurogenesis, which are
coupled restorative processes that contribute to functional recovery from stroke and that
MRI indices of these neurorestorative events are highly correlative with neurologic
function and may be used in real-time monitoring of recovery from stroke.

Define and discuss each underlined word.

10. Curing cancer with radiotherapy is straightforward, but ensuring the patient
survives the radiation treatment is complicated. Discuss this statement with
respect to the practice of radiotherapy.


